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Abstract— IT Systems in companies nowadays are confronted with constantly changing market conditions, new competitive threats and an increasing number of legal regulations.
The service-oriented architecture (SOA) paradigm provides a
promising way to address these challenges at the level of the
company’s IT infrastructure. These challenges and the management of the introduced complexity and heterogeneity are
targeted by SOA Governance approaches. Hereby, the basic
structure of IT Governance frameworks is applicable to SOA;
however, they lack applicability concerning some SOA-specific
challenges. In this paper, we discuss deficiencies and provide
insights of what regulation challenges a SOA Governance approach is actually required to be capable of, in particular in
the area of service lifecycles and service marketplaces.
Index Terms— Service-oriented architecture, SOA Governance, service lifecycle governance, governance at service marketplaces

I. INTRODUCTION
The SOA paradigm is a holistic approach towards the
execution of business processes within enterprise architectures (EA). Services represent a central aspect and foundation of the architectural paradigm SOA. Non-composite services can be defined as “atomic invariable building blocks
that can be combined flexibly over open communication
mechanisms” [14]. Their functionality scope is small and
they appear in multiplicity. Generally, services are designed
to support reusability in different scenarios by simple reconfiguration. Service functionalities can be automatically
discovered via service brokers or registries. Services are
centrally registered at a database which provides information about the services upon request. While interacting, services are loosely coupled. This means mutual association
via messages. Dependencies are minimized to mere awareness, facilitating a number of operations, e.g., their replacement by other services during runtime. Service operations always involve several parties or stakeholders. Services therefore adhere to a communications contract, a Service Level Agreement (SLA), defined by one or more service descriptions and related documents in order to regulate
and control service execution [8, 10].
These characteristics make an SOA a powerful, flexible,
easy to operate candidate for a company’s enterprise architecture.
The SOA paradigm offers a number of advantages compared to common EA. However, these advantages imply
challenges emerging from the large numbers of services and

their heterogeneity, such as the urgent need for permanent
monitoring and control of services – guidance for service
handling is required. Therefore, a critical aspect for success
in the adoption and the operation of SOA is governance.
The primary goal of SOA Governance is compliance, i.e.
compliance to intra-company, normative, or legal standards
(required by, e.g., the Sarbanes Oxley Act, Basel II etc.).
Following specific guidelines in a top-down approach, an
SOA is directed through a number of maturity levels or development steps – it is adopted, commissioned, operated,
and continuously monitored and checked for adherence to
regulations.
In the area of IT Governance, a number of existing
frameworks provide structures, action scope, guidelines,
reference processes, and best practices. However, the basic
structure of IT Governance frameworks often exceeds the
needs of SOA, while lacking applicability concerning SOAspecific challenges, e.g., cross-company cooperation issues
like inter-company service deployment. Hence, in order to
meet SOA Governance requirements, existing IT Governance frameworks need to be extended [35].
Diligent SOA Governance has been recognized in recent
years as a major requirement for successful adaptation and
operation of an SOA, especially for large systems. Governance in general, be it political governance, Corporate or IT
Governance, deals with the successful governing of organizations or projects. SOA Governance elaborates guidelines
and rules that need to be adopted and realized by the affected management processes. It provides a means to effectively exploit the capabilities of SOA [17, 25]. The
achievement of governance goals is supported by SOA Maturity Models and respective governance mechanisms.
SOA Governance focuses on the smooth adoption and
successful operation of an SOA as the EA in a company. By
providing guidelines, responsibilities, and reference processes, it ensures its integrity and adaptability to business
and administration processes. Governance tools support the
monitoring and control of services concerning the alignment to business processes. A best practices catalog serves
as a repository of implementation recommendations that are
continuously supplemented, supporting all of the mentioned
procedures. Besides the achievement of IT goals and the
realization of business-IT alignment, a further goal of SOA
Governance is to realize system adherence to regulations
and standards, such as ISO norms or internal regulations.
Existing approaches to governance frameworks do not
fully cover special SOA Governance requirements. In this
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There are few scientific contributions that have dealt
with SOA Governance so far. Nevertheless, a definition is
important. There are numerous definitions of SOA Governance, all diverging in focus. In the context of this paper,
based on [20], we understand SOA Governance as a holistic
long-term management model. It guarantees sufficient
adaptability and integrity of an SOA system as well as the
ability to check services concerning capability, reusability,
security, and strategic business alignment. Overall goals
are SOA compliance and the guarantee of reusability and
standardization throughout the system.
Numerous frameworks have been specified for IT Governance, e.g., CObIT, ITIL, ISO 17799, and many more.
Each of them addresses different aspects of a company’s IT
management. While the ISO 17799 standard primarily targets security management [11], the IT Infrastructure Library
(ITIL) mainly deals with IT process definition [21]. CObIT
defines 34 reference processes as control framework, more
tightly aligned with the business objectives of the organization than with operational issues [12]. Comparing all these
frameworks discloses that they complement each other
and, as a matter of fact, CObIT represents a frame integrating all other frameworks – it has, so far, become a de facto
standard for IT control globally.
In the area of SOA Governance frameworks, there are a
few research contributions. Existing concepts are mostly
motivated by software providers that offer SOA business
solutions and closely align their SOA Governance perspectives with their products (“the fairly narrow view” [2]).
An overview of the different understandings of this
topic is given by [20], providing a survey and analysis of
ten approaches to SOA Governance. Ten typical components of SOA Governance have been identified by times
included in existing approaches (cf. Table 1). Detailed descriptions can be found in [20].
Examination of the comparison shows that components
that are covered by IT Governance frameworks are considered less important for SOA Governance. Role and accountabilities, metric models, and impact on behavior are
all not taken into account at the first place and, besides the
first, they are part of standard IT Governance frameworks
[32]. This illustrates one difference between the approaches – some aim at completely covering SOA Governance challenges, others, not considering maturity models

SOA Maturity Model

II. SOA GOVERNANCE: SURVEY FINDINGS

and behavioral impact, build on the additional implementation of parts of IT Governance approaches.
Implementing parts of an IT Governance approach and
additionally following an SOA Governance model increases
cost and time efforts in IT departments – a diligent SOA
Governance model should cover not less than all SOArelated regularization aspects.
Few approaches emphasize mechanisms to impact behavior of employees or people working with the system, as
well as SOA Maturity Models - although these aspects seem
important for the operation of an SOA [17, 32, 2, 5]. Common IT Governance frameworks like CObIT address these
issues. Although there are plenty of maturity models, e.g.,
[28, 13], they did not yet establish as a prevailing element
of SOA Governance approaches, although they are part of,
e.g., CObIT. This supports the need mentioned at the beginning to bring together best practices from IT Governance
and additional SOA-related regulation requirements – an
extension of either SOA or IT Governance frameworks to
allow for the respective needs, as already stated by [Woolf].
Overall, organizational changes, roles/ accountabilities,
policy catalogs, and service lifecycle, integrated in the majority of approaches, can be considered the most important
elements.
According to the service lifecycle, there are, in fact, lots
of additional characteristics in a service lifecycle as opposed to a traditional software lifecycle. Some lifecycle
models consider more stakeholders than service producer.
Additionally, services can be thought of as goods that are
traded online between service consumers, providers, and
intermediaries, affecting developers, platform hosts, infrastructure providers and many more – all of these can be
embodied by companies that interact in open service marketplaces.
Organizational changes

paper we identify particular SOA characteristics that need
to be addressed by respective governance approaches – and
that have not yet been integrated into governance efforts.
We identify and outline requirements of future SOA Governance approaches based on survey findings and typical
governance requirements of service-oriented IT systems.
In section 2 we focus on existing SOA Governance approaches, discussing particularities and identifying typical
components. In section 3 we outline and discuss identified
deficiencies of existing SOA Governance approaches and
propose concrete measures to address these.
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Table 1 Comparison of SOA Governance Approaches [20]
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III. SOA GOVERNANCE CHALLENGES
As outlined, service-oriented architectures introduce a
number of challenges for IT management [1, 2, 4, 17, 25].
We investigate service lifecycles as well as regulation requirements in service marketplaces and point out regulation
requirements that have not been addressed yet.
Service Lifecycles
According to the analysis performed in [20], service lifecycle management is a central aspect of SOA Governance.
Services are common software artifacts – however, their
functionality scope is small and they appear in multiplicity.
Services are delivered to the customer and installed, i.e.,
deployed, in completely different environments and contexts compared to common (monolithic) software. For these
reasons, service lifecycles differ from common software
engineering lifecycles [18, 6, 33].
Service lifecycle management (SLCM) targets the steering, direction, and control of all services of the system in all
lifecycle phases. The goal is to assure manageability and
conformity in spite of the large service numbers. Important
aspects are change management procedures, service deployment, service granularity, and consumer integration.
Service lifecycle approaches are often divided into three
super-phases: design time, runtime, and change time. The
lifecycle phases up to deployment are commonly referred to
as design time. The usage phase is referred to as runtime,
followed by change time, which addresses service change
and revision. [9, 29, 18]
An important part of SLCM are change management
procedures. In case a service is to be changed in an SOA,
this normally affects a big number of composite services or
applications. As services are often bound to SLAs or have
cost impact in other ways, this issue is especially focused
on by service providing companies. This might also be the
reason that gave birth to “change time”, as many service
lifecycle approaches define [18, 6, 29, 9]. In fact, service
change is a crucial issue. However, it closely corresponds to
changing a software component or a system which is not a
new issue in software engineering (SE). Although services
might have higher business or cost impact, SE principles
can also be applied here. When handled as common software artifacts, services are marked deprecated and change is
addressed and accomplished by a new lifecycle iteration.
Finally, the deprecated service is taken off-line. Thus investigating the necessities shows that the characteristics of
change time are covered by other phases and that there is,
strictly speaking, no need for “change time”.
Service deployment covers more crucial activities than
installation does in a traditional software lifecycle. Additionally to being delivered to the customer and installed as
any software system would be, services must be registered
at one or multiple service registries. This implies the transmission and installation of policies, documentation, and
metadata of the service. Furthermore, when lacking according guidelines and measures, it is possible that in a closed
SOA-system a service is used without having been regis-

tered at a service registry or repository. These “rogue services” can lead to incompleteness and inconsistencies of
service registries, as well as duplicate implementation and
provisioning of services [26, 16].
Service granularity is an often addressed, but unsolved
issue yet. The basic challenge here is to define functionality
boundaries for services during the first phases of the SOA
and service lifecycle. Functionality requirements must be
divided in parts such that each of them is best suited to be
addressed by one service. Largely, the relationship between
service number and ‘task size’ is to be defined – which actually varies from case to case. [15]
A SOA system has a much more dynamic nature than
deployment and usage of common software systems. Services can be requested, used, replaced, and discarded at any
time, even for free as long as SLAs are not violated. This
implies a more frequent interaction of service provider and
consumer in general. This covers publishing services at
known service registries, informing consumer upon service
change, managing change requests, and SLA management
(process reliability etc). In order to address consumer integration, some approaches propose a service lifecycle consisting of a consumer and a provider (or developer) part
[29, 33, 9, 18]. The lifecycles basically comprise the phases
Operation, Discovery, and Handshake on the consumer
side. This illustrates the ability of being searched, discovered, as well as the negotiation of usage terms per service
and service provider. These processes can be triggered
when in operation phase, i.e., this additionally considers
service substitutability.
Out of 10 approaches, one incorporates a service lifecycle considering the service consumer [20]. However, the
incorporation of the service consumer into the SLCM approach seems advisable, as in fact, the way a company’s
services are handled have a strategic dimension. An important customer, for example, might prescribe interface guidelines due to legacy applications that imply security challenges to the service providing company. These issues show
some differences between traditional software management
and service lifecycle management that need to be considered by SOA Governance approaches.
In summary, the following aspects are to be taken into
account when defining a governance approach for an SOA:
the service change process, service deployment, service
granularity, and consumer integration.
Service lifecycles in SOA Governance most commonly
consist of seven phases: system analysis, covering global
requirements, service creation policies, service granularity
decisions, service definition, service design, service development, service deployment, service operation, and service
retirement. Figure 2 shows a consolidated approach based
on [9, 1, 6, 18, 29].
A defined service change process is important. In practice, obviously, this is often addressed by defining a
“change time” – which is not useful as it obfuscates the
need of cycle reiterations. In fact, a concrete process is
needed, covering customer notification, interaction with the
service registries, i.e., service description management, a
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deprecated state, as well as SLA and contract management
that prevent SLA violations due to change. Interface design
guidelines can minimize visibility of the performed
changes, aiming to keep the service description consistent.
Amongst others, as part of governance policies, these steps
are to ensure cost-neutral, transparent, flexible service
changes.
Consistent handling of service deployment covers the
definition of service registration conditions and procedures
(metadata, registry specification, scope of availability) as
well as installation procedures at the service host or intermediaries, covered by adequate diligent contract management. Additionally, sticking to the mentioned lifecycle (by
regulation) avoids rogue services.
Granularity decisions can be supported by service blueprints, service definition scope concepts that apply in the
definition phase, and guidelines, that structure typical service tasks by defining task levels. Measures like these, individually aligned to specific SOA requirements, help with
globally controlling and keeping service granularity in a
manageable range.
Beyond the usual control function of a service lifecycle,
the consideration of the consumer emphasizes particularly
important aspects of each phase and supports a better alignment of services to the requirements, such as conformity of
description, interfaces, granularity, and many more. Such a
lifecycle, explicitly covering the service consumer, allows
for the special relation to the service customer, in particular
considering the discovery process, which is a strategic factor at service marketplaces. The negotiation process is explicated, which also is of central relevance. Explicit awareness of the service consumer lifecycle supports internal
process management and strategy issues.
Integration of these aspects make a service lifecycle as
shows in figure 2 a governance and regulation supervising
tool. Enforcing the phases makes it a strong control and revision tool for application in SOA Governance in order to
assure the above regulations.

Stakeholder-spanning governance at open service marketplaces
The concept of service marketplaces, related to component marketplaces, has become attractive again in the last
years. Envisioned as in the “Internet of Services” by the
government-funded German research project Theseus/ TEXO, services become tradable, i.e. they can be offered, searched, found, sold, enhanced, and resold as part of
service compositions [30, 34]. Given such an open service
marketplace, service providers offer services to service consumers via portals (operated by a market-maker), the use of
infrastructure services, and a system of registries and repositories. A large number of different services offered by
different service providers and intermediaries at different
service hosts are available (as well as infrastructure and
similar services). In particular, service providers compete
against each other in providing services with adequate performance, price, functionality, and further features. The
purpose of open service marketplaces is “to create opportunities for buyers and sellers to meet and conduct business
electronically, or aggregate service supply/demand by offering added-value services and grouping buying power” [22].
Service marketplaces are enabled by standardization of interfaces, loose service coupling enabling replacement, and
differ from software component marketplaces in a way that
integration is much easier due to the realized interoperability.
The overall goal is to realize full service tradability,
where the term service covers e-services as well as business
services (‘b-services’). The vision bears the opportunity of
creating new self-regulating online service marketplaces
based on the standardization and interoperability of these
services. Besides service providers and consumers, there are
a lot of further actors such as service intermediaries, and
service hosts, each of which operate and define an own internal proprietary service management system [7, 22]. In
order to cooperate at the marketplace with the goal of adding value to services, e.g. by refining or combining services,
a service-supply-chain-management is required, i.e. the co-

Fig.2 Consumer Service Lifecycle
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operation throughout the whole service-centered valueadded process. This can include pricing models, interface
standards, business strategy, technology, process, and infrastructure alignments, service portfolio coordination, and so
on. In order to do so efficiently, modern service-oriented
enterprises will be obliged to bundle their SOA Governance
efforts. Concluding, compatibility of governance strategies
and efforts is mandatory when considering service offering
at a marketplace and, e.g., forming a value-added supply
chain,
As a further aspect, marketplace regulation is important.
Legal issues, the formulation of terms of usage, and internationality are aspects to be considered, e.g., legal terms are
not equivalent depending on the geographical place of service execution and consumption, as well as local laws might
require terms to be expressed in the local language in order
to form a valid contract. Security is an issue when freely
providing services. Data security has to be guaranteed and
trust between business partners has to be established on a
technical level and assured throughout the marketplace,
e.g., by dynamically configurable encryption methods etc.
Market regulation governance has to define and provide according rules and measures in these areas to assure reliable
long term operation.
Concluding, compatibility and homogenizations of regulations is crucial for cooperation on an open service marketplace. So far, these cross-organizational aspects are not
addressed by IT Governance frameworks as well as SOA
Governance approaches. Service supply chain-related governance is a decentralized issue that must be addressed by
the common SOA Governance approaches. Marketplace
regulation is the duty of the portal provider or marketmaker governance.
IV. CONCLUSION
Governance frameworks address aspects of an SOA that
need to be regulated to guarantee business-IT alignment and
successful long-term operation. However, for SOA-specific
regulation requirements beyond current IT Governance
scope, current literature and industry efforts lack applicability in some aspects. In this paper, we discussed particular
aspects of service-oriented systems that exceed coverage by
existing frameworks.
We identified two major areas, where future SOA Governance approaches are to provide steering and control support in order to operate an SOA successfully: service lifecycle management addressing service-specific phases and
stakeholder integration, as well as open service marketplaces and their implications on governance approaches for
marketplace actors.
Concerning service lifecycle management, the precise
definition and the regulation of particular phases are the
most important aspects. In particular, service granularity is
an important detail whose impact will increase with growing adoption of service-oriented systems and service marketplaces. Accurate service deployment regulations ensure
consistent operation and well-maintained registries and

cover tight integration of the service customer. A major
challenge is to define and provide a reliable service change
process. Using an adequate service lifecycle, service lifecycle management can be deployed as a powerful governance
instrument addresses these challenges.
SOA Governance concepts do not yet foresee the integration of regulating the interconnection of cooperating
partners in open service marketplaces, i.e. compatibility in
service control. In particular, existing frameworks do not
specify regulation support in the area of service supplychain management.
Existing respective governance models do not address all
outlined aspects to an extent which relates to their importance in the operation of an SOA. Service lifecycle management and the field of open service marketplaces give
rise to a number of crucial tasks to be regulated by governance that have not been integrated in according frameworks
yet.
Concluding, there are a number of aspects and characteristics of SOA systems that are not yet addressed exhaustively by SOA Governance approaches. This may be on one
hand due to a lack of awareness for the necessity of SOA
Governance, and on the other hand due to the orientation of
the majority of governance approaches at specific vendor’s
products.
Future work covers further investigation of proposed
models for SOA Governance and their validation concerning the requirements and challenges that an SOA really
makes. In the Theseus/ TEXO project, we currently address
the elaboration of a service host-centered SOA Governance
framework, where we address these challenges in detail.
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